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Almost two months into 1992, the continued stock market rally has, indeed, provided us with a dramatic start to the 

. n~)'ear. A start that has left those concerned with the severity of the recession, levels of interest rates, and the dollar 
'dei:lme on worldcurrency ro.a,rkeiS wonCierlngwhafliiShilpP€ned: ~ ~ ..... . - -----~--~ ---

It is certainly logical to expect this rally can continue. The results to date of the seasonal tendency of the stock 
market to stage a year-end rally would support this assumption. So far the advance of the DnA from the December 10th 
low of 2863.82 has been an impressive 14.42%, taking place in just 44 trading days, while the OTC lodustrials bas 
advanced an even more impressive 22.48 % for the same period. The continuation of the extent of the advance into 
February coupled with the magnitude of the advance argues well for higher levels in the stock market for this year. Also, 
this being a presidential election year, the election-year pattern has demonstrated a mildly bullish tendency, with history 
suggesting tbe market rising in the second half of the presidential year. 

If the investor is willing to make the assumption that an ongoing bull market is in place, the performance of small 
stocks, from a technical point of view, should he an important element of this continued advance and is to be monitored 
closely. In order to show the improved relative action of small stocks verses large stocks we bave computed a ratio using 
as a proxy the OTC lodustrials and the S&P 500. The action of the two averages themselves is shown by tbe thick and thin 
lines at the bottom of the chart, while the upper line plots the ratio. 

The relative performance of small stocks verses large stocks should basically he viewed with a long-term 
perspective. As can be seen from the above chart using hindsight, one did significantly better owning small stocks from tbe 
1974 low through mid-1983. From mid-1983 to late-1990 investing in the large issues which make up the S&P 500 bad 
been the place to be. However, since late-1990 the OTC IndustriallS&P 500 ratio in the upper part of the chart bas sbown 
a marked change technically, reflecting the positive relative strength in the OTC lodustrials issues (small) verses the S&P 
500 issues (large). - This positive change has in fact become 1I!.0re_p!,,"l)u~r.ed in recent months .• 1t is also_lhe...fullt-:--:-___ ~ __ 
protracted period of time since mid-1983 thst the small stocks measured agalnst large stocks ha~-;; -ciwly beeii the relative 
performance leaders. 

Because small stocks tend to display more stock market volatility in an up market than do large stocks it would not 
be unlikely for the improvement in the above ratio to continue. However, if we assume the cycle, that has kept the above 
ratio in a clearly defined downtrend since mid-1983, has been reversed in late-1990 (small stocks are acting relatively better 
than large stocks), it now becomes equally important to identify any deterioration in the small stock sector. As we know, 
conversely, volatility of small stocks in down market can decline more sharply. 
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